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Abstract

The present experiments assessed false memories for critical items (e.g., dog) following the presentation of semantic

associates (e.g., hound, puppy), phonological associates (e.g., log, dot), or hybrid lists of semantic and phonological as-

sociates (e.g., hound, dot). Experiment 1 indicated that the addition of only three phonological associates to a list of 10

semantic associates doubled the recall of non-presented critical items. Experiment 2 indicated that embedding 18 semantic

associates and 18 phonological associates within a single list led to greater false recall than the sum of the false recall effects

produced by lists containing 18 semantic associates or lists containing 18 phonological associates. Experiment 3 explored

this over-additivity and indicated that lists of 8 semantic associates and 8 phonological associates produced greater false

recall and false recognition than the average produced in lists containing 16 semantic or 16 phonological associates. These

studies provide converging evidence that lists of semantic and phonological associates produce over-additive false recall

and false recognition of non-presented critical items relative to pure semantic or pure phonological lists. An activation-

monitoring framework is presented that provides an account of the increased false memories elicited by hybrid lists of

semantic and phonological associates. Experiment 3 also showed that the experience of remembering during recognition

was driven more by semantic factors, whereas the experience of knowing was driven more by phonological factors.

� 2003 Elsevier Science (USA). All rights reserved.
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There has been considerable recent interest in the

nature of falsely remembering information that was

never directly presented to an individual. This interest

has been nurtured in part by Roediger and McDermott

(1995) who adapted an experimental technique origi-

nally developed by Deese (1959), hereafter referred to

as the DRM paradigm. Roediger and McDermott

presented participants with lists of 15 words that were

the strongest associates to a missing word or critical

item in word association norms (Russell & Jenkins,

1954). For example, participants might hear the

following list of words, all of which are associated to

the non-presented critical item sleep: bed, rest, awake,

tired, dream, wake, snooze, blanket, doze, slumber, snore,

nap, peace, yawn, drowsy. Immediately following the

presentation of the study list, participants recalled as

many of the list words as possible in any order (i.e., free

recall), and were warned against guessing. Despite this

warning, participants recalled the non-presented critical

items with about the same probability as items that

appeared in the middle of the study list. Roediger and

McDermott also found high levels of false alarms for

the non-presented critical lures in recognition perfor-

mance. Interestingly, when asked to make ‘‘remember–

know’’ metamemory judgments (see Tulving, 1985),
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participants claimed to ‘‘remember’’ the actual occur-

rence of the non-presented critical lures at about the

same level as words that were actually presented. These

remarkably high levels of false recall and false recog-

nition in the DRM paradigm have been widely repli-

cated and extended (see Roediger, McDermott, &

Robinson, 1998, for a partial review).

Extending the DRM paradigm: Phonological false mem-

ories

Several researchers extended the scope of the DRM

paradigm by constructing lists of phonological associ-

ates that converge upon non-presented critical items

(e.g., Chan, McDermott, Watson, & Gallo, 2003;

McDermott & Watson, 2001; Schacter, Verfaellie, &

Anes, 1997; Sommers & Lewis, 1999). For simplicity, in

the present study, we use the terms ‘‘semantic’’ or

‘‘phonological’’ to describe the composition of a list of

associates. However, it is important to note that se-

mantic lists may include lexical and/or semantic associ-

ates (e.g., lion and tiger) and phonological lists may

include orthographic and/or phonological associates

(e.g., log and dog). The notion is that just as there are

networks of semantic associates that capture the mean-

ing of words, there are networks of orthographic asso-

ciates that capture the spelling of words and networks of

phonological associates that capture the pronunciation

of words (e.g., Collins & Loftus, 1975; Luce & Pisoni,

1998). For example, Sommers and Lewis (1999, Exper-

iment 1) presented lists of words for study, all of which

were associated to the non-presented critical item but:

buff, put, bet, boot, buck, hut, bud, bus, buzz, bug, boat,

cut, bat, bit, bought. The phonological associates were

generated by adding, deleting, or substituting phonemes

from critical items. Consistent with the semantic false

memory findings in the DRM paradigm, robust levels of

false recall and false recognition have been obtained with

lists of phonological associates. Sommers and Lewis re-

ported false recall and false recognition of critical items

to be .54 and .67, respectively, following auditory pre-

sentation of phonological lists. However, unlike seman-

tic false recognition, which is characterized by a high

proportion of ‘‘remember’’ relative to ‘‘know’’ responses

(cf. Roediger & McDermott, 1995), early evidence sug-

gests that phonological false recognition is characterized

by a roughly equivalent proportion of ‘‘remember’’ and

‘‘know’’ responses (see Schacter et al., 1997).

Creating false memories with pure and hybrid lists of

associates

In the present paper, we investigated the influence

of combining both semantic and phonological associ-

ates in a single list, creating false memories with ‘‘hy-

brid’’ lists of associates (cf. Watson, Balota, & Sergent-

Marshall, 2001). Although we will delay theoretical

discussion until the results have been provided, a pri-

ori, it is clear that hybrid lists afford a unique oppor-

tunity to investigate the roles of different types of

associative information in producing false memories.

As noted, researchers have typically either looked at

pure lists of semantic associates or pure lists of pho-

nological associates, with the vast majority of studies in

this area addressing the powerful effects of pure lists of

semantic associates. Although semantic lists provide

considerable support for the role of conceptual level

representations in producing false memories, these lists

provide relatively little support for the orthographic

and phonological codes that typically accompany the

presentation of a word. In fact, McDermott (1997)

found relatively small (compared to presented items),

but reliable, priming effects in a word fragment com-

pletion task for non-presented critical items. Hence, a

critical source of information (the perceptual event at

encoding) is relatively impoverished for the non-pre-

sented critical item in semantic lists. Consistent with

this notion, Schacter, Israel, and Racine (1999) sug-

gested that the relative distinctiveness of studied items

and non-presented critical items could be used to re-

duce false memories in the DRM paradigm. For ex-

ample, Norman and Schacter (1997) found that both

young and older adults recalled more sensory infor-

mation for studied items than non-presented critical

items. Within a source monitoring framework, subjects

could use sensory information to discriminate those

items that were presented from those items that were

not presented, even though there is considerable con-

ceptual information available to support the retrieval

of non-presented critical items. However, when there is

strong support for both conceptual information and

perceptual information as in the hybrid lists, subjects

may no longer be able to use orthographic and pho-

nological information to help make the discrimination

between real and false memories.

In contrast to pure semantic lists, consider pure

phonological lists. Here, there is considerable activation

for surface-level, perceptual information; however, there

is little support for conceptual information. Because

conceptual processes are more likely to drive long-term

memory performance (e.g., Craik & Lockhart, 1972),

one might expect the influence of perceptual processes to

be relatively short-lived. Hence, again, the intriguing

possibility is that when combining the two sources of

information (i.e., more perceptually driven ortho-

graphic/phonological information with more conceptu-

ally driven lexical/semantic information), one might

expect increased false memories, because the missing

piece of information (i.e., either perceptual codes for

pure semantic lists or conceptual codes for pure
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phonological lists) is now provided during encoding.

Therefore, we predict that hybrid lists will produce

greater levels of false recall and false recognition than

either pure lists of semantic associates or pure lists of

phonological associates.

Experiment 1

The goal of Experiment 1 was to determine the

contribution of additional phonological associates to

false memories in a list that primarily included semantic

associates. This study was motivated, in part, by Rob-

inson and Roediger (1997) who parametrically explored

the influence of the addition of associates with pure se-

mantic lists. In their study, there was a clear increase in

false recall as one added more semantic associates. For

example, in their second experiment, they found false

recall rates of .15, .20, .25, and .28 for lists with 6, 9, 12,

and 15 semantic associates, respectively. In the present

study, we presented one set of participants with lists of

10 semantic associates and added 1, 2, or 3 phonological

associates (while also holding list length constant). For

comparison sake, we also presented a second set of

participants with lists of 10 semantic associates and

added 1, 2, or 3 semantic associates (while also holding

list length constant). In the Robinson and Roediger

(1997) study, the addition of three semantic associates

increased false recall by approximately .03 to .05 (in-

cluding a .05 increase from 9 to 12 associates). As we will

see, consistent with the predictions outlined above in the

Introduction and consistent with the results of the

Robinson and Roediger study, the presence of phono-

logical information clearly produced a much larger effect

than the influence of the additional semantic associates.

Method

Participants

There were 66 participants in Experiment 1. They

were obtained from the Washington University under-

graduate population and volunteered, received course

credit, or were paid for their participation. Ten of these

66 participants were removed from the analyses on the

basis of a post-experiment question-and-answer session

which indicated that (1) the participants had been in a

false memory experiment prior to the current study and/

or (2) the participants had determined the nature of the

experimental manipulation (i.e., inducing false memories

with pure and hybrid lists of semantic and phonological

associates). Thus, the analyses in Experiment 1 were

based on a total of 56 participants, which still permitted

the complete counterbalancing of materials into the

relevant factors, as described below.

Materials

The present study used twenty 15-item lists of

words, with each list designed to elicit a false memory

for a particular non-presented critical item. To con-

struct the lists, we first referred to the semantic false

memory norms of Stadler, Roediger, and McDermott

(1999). Twenty critical items were selected from these

norms. Each critical item had a large pool of semantic

associates based on the Stadler et al. (1999) norms and

a large pool of phonological associates that could be

generated from the critical item itself, as described be-

low. In some cases, it was necessary to change the

critical item for a list of semantic associates to an al-

ternative, thematically similar critical item in order to

obtain a set of rhyming associates. For example, the

critical item doctor from the Stadler et al. norms has

few, if any, rhyming neighbors, so the critical item sick,

which has several rhyming neighbors, including kick,

pick, etc., was used in its place. Ten semantic associates

and three rhyming associates were selected from the

pool of associates for each of the 20 critical items. In

most cases, the semantic associates were the first 10

associates of a critical item as listed in the Stadler et al.

norms. If a thematically similar critical item was used in

the place of a critical item (e.g., substituting sick for

doctor, as described above), in most cases, the semantic

associates were still the first ten associates of the re-

placed critical item (i.e., doctor) as listed in the Stadler

et al. norms. In all cases, the phonological associates

were both orthographically and phonologically related

to their corresponding critical item. The rhyming as-

sociates were created by adding, deleting, or substitut-

ing one phoneme or more from the initial positions of

critical items (e.g., sick ! pick; trash ! rash; chair !
pair; king ! bring). For comparison sake with the

rhymes, an additional three semantic associates were

selected for each critical item, thereby providing a

conceptual replication of the design of the Robinson

and Roediger (1997) study.1

For counterbalancing purposes, for half of the par-

ticipants, the 20 lists were divided into four sets of five

lists corresponding to four types of associative lists. As

shown in Table 1, the four types of lists included (1)

semantic lists, S, (2) semantic lists with one rhyming

associate, SR1, (3) semantic lists with two rhyming as-

sociates, SR2, and (4) semantic lists with three rhyming

associates, SR3. For the remaining half of the partici-

pants, the 20 lists were again divided into four sets of

five lists corresponding to four types of associative lists.

However, for these participants, the four types of lists

were slightly different than those described above and

included (1) semantic lists, S, (2) semantic lists with one

1 We thank an anonymous reviewer for suggesting this

control condition in Experiment 1.
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additional semantic associate, SS1, (3) semantic lists

with two additional semantic associates, SS2, and (4)

semantic lists with three additional semantic associates,

SS3. In a semantic list, there were 10 semantic associates

to a non-presented critical item and five words that were

unrelated to the critical item, yielding a 15-item list. The

10 semantic associates occupied serial positions 1–5, 8,

10, and 13–15 with the five unrelated words filling the

remaining serial positions (i.e., 6–7, 9, and 11–12). For

the remaining six types of associative lists, the 10 se-

mantic associates and the two unrelated words from

serial positions 6 and 12 were used with different com-

binations of unrelated words and semantic or phono-

logical associates of the non-presented critical items.

That is, as shown in Table 1, for SR1, SR2, and SR3

lists, the three unrelated words in the 7th, 9th, and 11th

serial positions were replaced by rhyming associates to

the critical items. For example, in the SR1 list for the

critical item sleep, the unrelated word in the 9th serial

position of the S list (i.e., load) was replaced by a

rhyming associate (i.e., keep). In contrast, as shown in

Table 1, for SS1, SS2, and SS3 lists, the three unrelated

words in the 7th, 9th, and 11th serial positions were

replaced by semantic associates to the critical items. For

example, in the SS1 list for the critical item sleep, rather

than being replaced by a rhyming associate, the unre-

lated word in the 9th serial position of the S list (i.e.,

load) was replaced by a semantic associate (i.e., snore).

Although the rhyming associates used in this study

were selected randomly from the pool of possible pho-

nological associates for each critical item, the three ad-

ditional semantic associates were selected with respect to

their backward associative strength (BAS) to their cor-

responding critical items (Nelson, McEvoy, & Schreiber,

1999; Roediger, Balota, & Watson, 2001). Specifically,

the mean BAS between the 10 semantic associates used

Table 1

Sample lists of studied items used for the critical item Sleep in Experiment 1

Serial position List type

S SR1 SR2 SR3

1 bed bed bed bed

2 rest rest rest rest

3 awake awake awake awake

4 tired tired tired tired

5 dream dream dream dream

6 scrub scrub scrub scrub

7 U file U file R weep R weep

8 wake wake wake wake

9 U load R keep U load R keep

10 snooze snooze snooze snooze

11 U honor U honor R steep R steep

12 dazzle dazzle dazzle dazzle

13 blanket blanket blanket blanket

14 doze doze doze doze

15 slumber slumber slumber slumber

S SS1 SS2 SS3

1 bed bed bed bed

2 rest rest rest rest

3 awake awake awake awake

4 tired tired tired tired

5 dream dream dream dream

6 scrub scrub scrub scrub

7 U file U file S drowsy S drowsy

8 wake wake wake wake

9 U load S snore U load S snore

10 snooze snooze snooze snooze

11 U honor U honor S pillow S pillow

12 dazzle dazzle dazzle dazzle

13 blanket blanket blanket blanket

14 doze doze doze doze

15 slumber slumber slumber slumber

Note: The to-be-replaced unrelated words from serial positions 7, 9, and 11 and their substituted rhyming and semantic associates

to the critical item are denoted in bold, italic for each list type. U, unrelated; R, rhyme; S, semantic.
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in S lists and the corresponding critical item across all 20

lists was .20. Furthermore, the mean BAS between the

semantic associates substituted into serial positions 7, 9,

and 11 and the corresponding critical item across all 20

lists was .28, .20, and .12, respectively. As shown in

Table 1, because the average placement of the semantic

and rhyming associates was held constant at the 9th

serial position across the different types of lists, the mean

BAS between the additional semantic associates in SS1,

SS2, and SS3 lists and the corresponding critical item

across all 20 lists was also .20. In this way, in Experiment

1, independent false memory estimates were obtained for

the same critical item following three different types of

pure lists of semantic associates (i.e., SS1, SS2, and SS3)

and three different types of hybrid lists of semantic and

phonological associates (i.e., SR1, SR2, and SR3) while

holding list length constant at 15 items across all con-

ditions.2

Procedure

Participants were tested individually and were given a

total of twenty 15-item lists of words. Half of the par-

ticipants received five lists in each of the following four

conditions: S, SR1, SR2, and SR3, whereas the re-

maining half of the participants received five lists in each

of the following four conditions: S, SS1, SS2, and SS3.

All 20 lists were counterbalanced across the four differ-

ent conditions within each set of participants. However,

the 20 lists were presented in the same pseudo-random

order for every participant, with the restriction that

successive trials could not have lists of the same condi-

tion. At the beginning of the experiment, participants

were told that they would be given lists of words on a

computer screen, and that after each list, they would be

given 90 s to recall the words from the most recently

presented list. They were then given a recall packet that

consisted of instructions and 20 sheets of paper on which

to write their responses. Each piece of paper was labeled

to correspond to one of the 20 experimental lists (e.g.,

‘‘List 1’’).

On each trial, the following sequence of events

occurred: (a) participants were instructed to press the

ENTER key to begin presentation of a study list,

upon which the screen was blanked; (b) a 250ms

blank interval; (c) a study word appeared in uppercase

letters in the middle of the computer screen and re-

mained for 1500ms; (d) the screen was blanked, and

steps b through d repeated for the remaining words on

a list; (e) after all 15 words in a list had been pre-

sented, there was a 250ms delay followed by an in-

struction to begin recall, with the computer providing

a 90 s countdown for the participant; (f) after the 90 s

recall period was complete, a 1 s tone sounded fol-

lowed by an instruction to stop recall, and there was a

3 s inter-trial interval; (g) the screen was blanked, and

steps a through g repeated for the remaining lists of

words.

Results

Fig. 1 displays the false recall probabilities as a

function of increasing numbers of associates (0, 1, 2, or

3) and list type (semantic vs hybrid) in Experiment 1.

Veridical recall is not shown in Fig. 1 because it did

not change as a function of the number of additional

associates in either pure semantic (.60) or hybrid lists

(.65) after collapsing across all serial positions for

studied items. In contrast, as shown in Fig. 1, false

recall increased dramatically with increasing numbers

of rhyming associates in hybrid lists of semantic and

phonological associates, whereas false recall increased

slightly with increasing numbers of semantic associates

in pure semantic lists. Specifically, false recall increased

from a base rate of .24 in pure semantic or S lists, to a

rate of .34 in SR1 lists, to a rate of .41 in SR2 lists, to a

rate of .49 in SR3 lists which contained a mixture of 10

semantic and three rhyming associates to a non-pre-

sented critical item. However, false recall increased

from a base rate of .21 in pure semantic or S lists, to a

rate of .24 in SS1 lists, to a rate of .26 in SS2 lists

before decreasing to a rate of .23 in SS3 lists which

contained 13 semantic associates to a non-presented

critical item.

These observations were supported by a 2 (List Type:

Pure Semantic vs Hybrid Lists)� 4 (Number of Asso-

ciates)� 2 (Item Type: Veridical vs False) ANOVA,

which yielded main effects of the number of associates,

Fig. 1. Mean probability of false recall as a function of in-

creasing numbers of associates and list type in Experiment 1.

Error bars represent the standard error of the mean.

2 The entire set of stimuli used in Experiment 1 is available

upon request.
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F ð3; 162Þ ¼ 7:25; MSe ¼ :018; p < :001, and item type,

F ð1; 54Þ ¼ 147:86; MSe ¼ :079; p < :001. The effect of

list type was marginally significant, F ð1; 54Þ ¼
3:94; MSe ¼ :046; p < :06. There were reliable two-way
interactions of the number of associates and item type,

F ð3; 162Þ ¼ 3:06; MSe ¼ :025; p < :05; number of as-

sociates and list type, F ð3; 162Þ ¼ 2:93; MSe ¼ :018;
p < :05; and list type and item type, F ð1; 54Þ ¼ 13:88;
MSe ¼ :079; p < :001. Most importantly, there was a

reliable three-way interaction of list type, number of

associates, and item type, F ð3; 162Þ ¼ 3:29; MSe ¼ :025;
p < :05. An additional 2 (List Type)� 4 (Number of

Associates) ANOVA for non-presented, non-critical

item intrusions revealed no significant effects (all

F s < 1). The intrusion of other non-presented, non-

critical items was very low in Experiment 1 (ffi.32

items/list).

Discussion

The results from Experiment 1 are quite clear. Spe-

cifically, there was a dramatic increase in false recall by

simply adding 1, 2, or 3 phonologically related words. In

fact, false recall of critical items doubled from a baseline

probability of .24 with pure semantic lists to a proba-

bility of .49 with hybrid lists that consisted of ten se-

mantic associates plus three phonological associates. In

contrast, there was a slight increase in false recall with

three additional semantic associates. Specifically, false

recall of critical items increased from a baseline proba-

bility of about .21 with 10 semantic associates to a

probability of about .23 with 13 total semantic associ-

ates. It is interesting to note that Robinson and Roedi-

ger (1997) only observed a .05 increase in false recall

when the total number of semantic associates increased

by three semantic associates from 9 to 12 items. Al-

though there are problems with cross-study compari-

sons, it is also noteworthy that the 10 semantic

associates in the present study produced comparable

baseline false recall performance (.23) to the interpolated

estimate (.22) from the Robinson and Roediger study. In

this light, it is quite intriguing that the addition of six

semantic associates in the Robinson and Roediger study

(i.e., from 9 to 15) only produced an increase in false

recall of .08, whereas, a single phonological associate in

the present study produced an increase of .10 (and, as

noted, three phonological associates produced an in-

crease of .25). Thus, the results of Experiment 1 clearly

(1) replicated the false memory results of Robinson and

Roediger, and more importantly, (2) extended their

findings by demonstrating an exaggerated influence in

false recall by adding a few phonological associates

(instead of semantic associates) to a list of semantic

associates.

Experiment 2

Although the results from Experiment 1 suggest that

hybrid lists of associates produce exaggerated false recall

effects, in Experiment 2, we will more directly investigate

the nature of false memories elicited by hybrid lists by

determining if the effect of mixing semantic and pho-

nological associates is additive, under-additive, or over-

additive (see Balota & Paul, 1996, for a discussion of

additivity issues). In order to address this issue, partic-

ipants studied 72-item lists of words that contained sub-

sets of associates that were semantically (e.g., hound,

puppy), phonologically (e.g., log, dot), or both semanti-

cally and phonologically (e.g., hound, dot) related to a

non-presented critical word (e.g., dog). These 72-item

lists included (a) pure sets of 18 semantic associates, (b)

pure sets of 18 phonological associates, or (c) hybrid sets

of 36 semantic and phonological associates. In a simple

additive model, the probability of false recall would only

be influenced by the amount of activation for the critical

item that had accumulated across independent semantic

and phonological associative networks. In contrast, be-

cause a hybrid list converges upon and uniquely con-

strains the critical item (via the arbitrary mapping of

semantic and phonological information), one might

predict an over-additive influence of the semantic and

phonological associates. If this is the case, then false

recall with the hybrid lists will be greater than the sum of

the false recall effects observed in the pure semantic and

pure phonological lists.

Method

Participants

There were 52 participants in Experiment 2. They

were obtained from the Washington University under-

graduate population and received course credit for their

participation. Four participants were removed from the

analyses on the basis of a post-experiment question-and-

answer session which indicated that (1) the participants

had been in a false memory experiment prior to the

current study and/or (2) the participants had determined

the nature of the experimental manipulation (i.e., in-

ducing false memories with pure and hybrid lists of se-

mantic and phonological associates). Thus, the analyses

in Experiment 2 were based on a total of 48 participants,

which still permitted the complete counterbalancing of

materials into the relevant factors, as described below.

Materials

The present study used six 72-item lists of words,

with each list designed to elicit a false memory for a
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particular non-presented critical item. Based on the

Nelson et al. (1999) norms and two different rhyming

dictionaries (Carnegie Mellon Semantic-Rhyming Dic-

tionary, on-line; Redfield, 1986), each of these critical

items has a large pool of semantic and phonological

associates, respectively. Eighteen semantic and 18

phonological associates were selected from this pool of

associates for each of the six critical items. In order to

allow a broader selection of phonological associates in

Experiment 2, based on prior work by Sommers and

Lewis (1999), phonologically related words were cre-

ated by adding, substituting, or deleting phonemes

from all positions in the critical item (e.g., log, dot,

dug ! dog).
For counterbalancing purposes, the six lists were di-

vided into three sets of two lists corresponding to the

three types of associative lists used in the present study.

The three types of associative lists included (1) pure

Table 2

Sample lists of studied items used for the critical item Dog in Experiment 2

Serial position List type

S P H

1–6 U audit,. . . U audit,. . . U audit,. . .
7 S vet U melt S vet

8 U ask P log P log

9 S puppy U ounce S puppy

10 U egg P dug P dug

11 S mutt U wasp S mutt

12 U blur P bog P bog

13 S bark U tour S bark

14 U reef P daub P daub

15 S flea U rink S flea

16 U roam P dock P dock

17 S tail U camp S tail

18 U end P hog P hog

19–30 U coin,. . . U coin,. . . U coin,. . .

31 S hound U wedge S hound

32 U limp P jog P jog

33 S animal U speech S animal

34 U noun P doll P doll

35 S pooch U gravy S pooch

36 U tease P dodge P dodge

37 S cat U loop S cat

38 U rip P dag P dag

39 S beware U hurdle S beware

40 U moss P frog P frog

41 S bite U wrap S bite

42 U raft P dig P dig

43–54 U notice,. . . U notice,. . . U notice,. . .
55 S collar U silver S collar

56 U oven P dawn P dawn

57 S Lassie U amplify S Lassie

58 U age P cog P cog

59 S pet U hem S pet

60 U gym P dot P dot

61 S poodle U insert S poodle

62 U hike P doff P doff

63 S bone U disk S bone

64 U tug P pog P pog

65 S paw U lift S paw

66 U bib P fog P fog

67–72 U council,. . . U council,. . . U council,. . .

Note: The semantic and phonological associates to the critical item from serial positions 7 to 18, 31 to 42, and 55 to 66 are denoted

in bold, italic for each list type. U, unrelated; S, semantic; P, phonological.
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semantic lists, S, (2) pure phonological lists, P, and (3)

hybrid lists, H. The three types of associative lists are

illustrated in Table 2 for the critical item dog. In a pure

semantic list, there were 18 semantic associates to a non-

presented critical item and 54 words that were unrelated

to the critical item. The 18 semantic associates occurred

in three 6-item clusters, occupying the odd-numbered

slots in the range of serial positions from 7 to 18, 31 to

42, and 55 to 66 (i.e., serial positions 7, 9, 11, etc.).

Eighteen of the unrelated items in pure semantic lists

were matched on length and log frequency to the pho-

nological associates of the corresponding critical item.

The 18 matched items occurred in three 6-item clusters,

occupying the even-numbered slots in the range of serial

positions from 7 to 18, 31 to 42, and 55 to 66 (i.e., serial

positions filled by phonological associates in pure pho-

nological lists).

Turning to the phonological lists, the 18 phono-

logical associates occurred in three 6-item clusters,

occupying the even-numbered slots in the range of

serial positions from 7 to 18, 31 to 42, and 55 to 66

(i.e., serial positions 8, 10, 12, etc.). Eighteen of the

unrelated items in pure phonological lists were mat-

ched on length and log frequency to the semantic as-

sociates of the corresponding critical item. The 18

matched items occurred in three 6-item clusters, occu-

pying the odd-numbered slots in the range of serial

positions from 7 to 18, 31 to 42, and 55 to 66 (i.e.,

serial positions filled by semantic associates in pure

semantic lists). For both pure semantic and pure

phonological lists, thirty-six unrelated words filled the

remaining serial positions. These unrelated words were

further subdivided into 6- and 12-item clusters located

in the range of serial positions from 1 to 6, 19 to 30,

43 to 54, and 67 to 72.

For the hybrid lists, the same semantic and pho-

nological associates from the pure lists occurred in

three 6-item clusters, occupying the same odd-num-

bered slots and even-numbered slots, respectively, in

the range of serial positions from 7 to 18, 31 to 42, and

55 to 66. In addition, a hybrid list filled the 36 serial

positions from 1 to 6, 19 to 30, 43 to 54, and 67 to 72

with the same 6- and 12-item clusters of unrelated

words from the pure lists of associates. In this way,

unlike pure lists that had 18 semantic or 18 phono-

logical associates to a non-presented critical item,

hybrid lists had 36 associates that converged on a non-

presented critical item across both semantic and pho-

nological domains.3

Procedure

Participants were tested either individually or in

groups that ranged in size from 2 to 4 people. They were

given six 72-item lists of words, with two lists in each of

the three different conditions (i.e., S, P, and H). The lists

were counterbalanced across the three different condi-

tions across participants. The six lists were presented in

a random order for each participant. At the beginning of

the experiment, participants were told that they would

receive six lists of 72 words presented on a computer

screen, and that after each list, they would be given

6min to recall words from the most recently presented

list. They were then given a recall packet that consisted

of instructions and sheets of paper on which to write

their responses. Each piece of paper was labeled to

correspond to one of the six experimental lists (e.g.,

‘‘List 1’’).

On each trial, the following sequence of events

occurred: (a) participants were instructed to press the

ENTER key to begin presentation of a study list,

upon which the screen was blanked; (b) a 250ms

blank interval; (c) a study word appeared in uppercase

letters in the middle of the computer screen and re-

mained for 1000ms; (d) the screen was blanked, and

steps b through d repeated for the remaining words on

a list; (e) after all 72 words in a list had been pre-

sented, there was a 250ms delay followed by an in-

struction to begin recall, with the computer providing

a 6min countdown for the participant; (f) after the

6min recall period was complete, a 1 s tone sounded

followed by an instruction to stop recall, and there

was a 3 s inter-trial interval; (g) the screen was

blanked, and steps a through g repeated for the re-

maining lists of words.

Results

Fig. 2 displays the veridical and false recall proba-

bilities by item type for each of the three list types used

in Experiment 2: semantic (S), phonological (P), and

hybrid (H). There are four points to note in Fig. 2. First,

veridical recall for semantic associates of the critical item

(.40) was higher than veridical recall for phonological

associates (.24).4 Second, veridical recall for both types

of associates was higher than veridical recall for words

not related to the critical item, including (a) the length-

and frequency-matched items to the semantic and

phonological associates, and (b) the set of unrelated

3 The entire set of stimuli used in Experiment 2 is available

upon request. If an item was not present in the Kucera and

Francis (1967) database, it was assigned a raw frequency of 1

when calculating log frequency.

4 This pattern was also true for hybrid lists of associates,

which is an average of the veridical recall probabilities for

semantic associates (.36) and phonological associates (.20),

respectively.
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filler items.5 Third, although veridical recall of associates

and unrelated words was fairly stable across pure and

hybrid lists, false recall changed dramatically as a

function of list type. Specifically, false recall of the

critical item was greater with hybrid lists (.65) than with

pure semantic lists (.34), which was, in turn, greater than

false recall with pure phonological lists (.14). Fourth,

and most importantly, false recall with hybrid lists (.65)

appeared to be over-additive, because the observed

probability was approximately .17 larger than the pre-

dicted additive probability from the pure lists (i.e.,

:34þ :14 ¼ :48). Consistent with these observations, the

results of a 3 (List Type)� 3 (Item Type: Associates vs

Unrelated Fillers vs Critical Items) ANOVA indicated

that there were main effects of list type and item type,

F ð2; 94Þ ¼ 30:87; MSe ¼ :037; p < :001, and F ð2; 94Þ ¼
31:79; MSe ¼ :049; p < :001, respectively. More impor-

tantly, the interaction of list type and item type was also

significant, F ð4; 188Þ ¼ 33:46; MSe ¼ :035; p < :001.
A series of ANOVAs were conducted on false recall

measures to determine whether false recall was greater

with hybrid lists than with pure lists. The first ANOVA

simply confirmed that there was a highly reliable effect

of list type on false recall, F ð2; 94Þ ¼ 32:38; MSe ¼ :098;

p < :001. The second ANOVA indicated that the intru-

sion of other non-presented, non-critical items did not

vary as a function of list type, F ð2; 94Þ ¼ 1:37;
MSe ¼ 1:92; p ¼ :26. Finally, an ANOVA on the pre-

dicted false recall versus the observed false recall in

hybrid lists for each subject indicated that the observed

false recall following hybrid lists of associates (.65) was

larger than that predicted by the sum of the false recall

effects in pure phonological and pure semantic lists (.48),

F ð1; 47Þ ¼ 5:61; MSe ¼ :119; p < :05.

Discussion

The results of Experiment 2 replicated and extended

the results of Experiment 1. Specifically, in both stud-

ies, false recall of a non-presented critical item dra-

matically increased with hybrid lists of semantic and

phonological associates compared to pure lists of se-

mantic associates. Furthermore, as shown in Experi-

ment 2, false recall with hybrid lists was over-additive

with respect to the predicted sum of false recall ob-

served with pure semantic and pure phonological lists.

In fact, to our knowledge, the .65 recall of critical items

that was observed with hybrid lists of associates is the

highest level of false recall ever reported in the DRM

false memory literature. This robust, over-additive false

recall may be due, in part, to breakdowns in source

monitoring with hybrid lists of associates. For example,

as additional semantic and phonological associates are

presented in the context of a 72-item list, it may be

increasingly difficult for participants to determine

whether the critical item was presented or whether

items that looked, sounded, or meant something simi-

lar to the critical item were presented (especially with

respect to studied items presented at the beginning of

the 72-item list).

Experiment 3

At this point, it is noteworthy that in the DRM

false memory literature, participants typically study

much shorter lists (e.g., 15-item lists of associates)

than the 72-item lists of associates used in Experi-

ment 2. Therefore, participants in Experiment 2 may

have had particular difficulty attempting to monitor

the source of information and to determine that crit-

ical items were activated but not presented. Thus,

one goal of Experiment 3 was to attempt to replicate

the over-additive pattern observed in Experiment 2

with 16-item lists of semantic and/or phonological

associates.

A second goal of Experiment 3 was to test the ad-

ditivity hypothesis in a different manner. Specifically,

in Experiment 2, there were 36 total associates in the

Fig. 2. Mean probability of veridical recall and mean proba-

bility of false recall as a function of list type in Experiment 2.

Error bars represent the standard error of the mean.

5 Only veridical recall for the unrelated filler items (i.e., the

unrelated words located in the range of serial positions from 1

to 6, 19 to 30, 43 to 54, and 67 to 72) is shown in Fig. 2.

However, veridical recall probabilities for the unrelated words

that were length- and frequency-matched to the semantic (.13)

and phonological associates (.12) were comparable to the recall

of these unrelated filler items (.17). The small difference in recall

performance for these two different classes of unrelated stimuli

(ffi.04) may be due to the influence of the primacy (i.e., 1–6) and

recency (i.e., 67–72) serial positions for the unrelated filler

items.
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hybrid lists, but only 18 total associates in pure se-

mantic or pure phonological lists. Thus, one might ar-

gue that the elevated, over-additive false recall observed

for hybrid lists could be attributed to the increased total

number of associates for hybrid lists relative to pure

lists of associates. To address this possibility, in Ex-

periment 3, false recall was again assessed following the

three types of lists: pure semantic, pure phonological,

and hybrid lists of semantic and phonological associ-

ates. However, unlike Experiment 2, list type was not

correlated with the total number of associates in Ex-

periment 3. Rather, for all three conditions, the total

number of associates was equated by using lists with 16

semantically associated items, 16 phonologically related

items, or hybrid lists with 8 semantically associated and

8 phonologically related items. Thus, if there are addi-

tive effects of semantic and phonological associates,

then false recall with hybrid lists will equal the average

of the false recall effects observed with the pure se-

mantic and pure phonological lists, because there are an

equivalent number of total associates across the three

different conditions. In contrast, if there are over-addi-

tive effects of semantic and phonological associates,

then false recall with hybrid lists will be greater than the

average of the false recall effects observed in pure lists of

associates.

Finally, Experiment 3 also included veridical and

false recognition estimates for pure and hybrid lists of

associates, including ‘‘remember–know’’ judgments.

This allowed for further tests of the additivity of false

memories in recognition (e.g., false recognition with and

without prior recall). Moreover, as noted in the Intro-

duction, unlike semantic false recognition, which is

characterized by a high proportion of ‘‘remember’’ rel-

ative to ‘‘know’’ responses (cf. Roediger & McDermott,

1995), early evidence suggests that phonological false

recognition is characterized by a roughly equivalent

proportion of ‘‘remember’’ and ‘‘know’’ responses (see

Schacter et al., 1997).

Method

Participants

There were 36 participants in Experiment 3. They

were obtained from the Washington University under-

graduate population and received course credit for their

participation. Four of these 36 participants were re-

moved from the analyses because they failed to follow

the instructions of the study. Specifically, on multiple

occasions, each of these participants recalled a list of

words, even though the computer had instructed them to

solve math problems. Moreover, based on a post-

experiment question-and-answer session, one of these

four participants also had some knowledge of the

experimental manipulation. Thus, the analyses in Ex-

periment 3 were based on a total of 32 participants.

Materials

The present study used thirty-six 16-item lists of

words. Based on the Nelson et al. (1999) norms and two

different rhyming dictionaries (Carnegie Mellon Se-

mantic-Rhyming Dictionary, on-line; Redfield, 1986),

critical items were identified that had a large pool of

semantic and phonological associates, respectively. In

order to allow a broad selection of phonological asso-

ciates, as in Experiment 2, phonologically related words

were created by adding, substituting, or deleting pho-

nemes from all positions in the critical item (e.g., log,

dot, dug ! dog). The entire set of stimuli used in Ex-

periment 3 is given in appendix, including the semantic

and phonological associates for each list and its corre-

sponding critical item.

For counterbalancing purposes, the 36 lists were sub-

divided into three sets of 12 lists corresponding to the

three types of associative lists used in the present study.

The three types of associative lists included (1) pure se-

mantic lists, S, (2) pure phonological lists, P, and (3)

hybrid lists, H. These three sets of 12 lists were further

sub-divided into three sets of four lists that represented

the test condition that would be received for a particular

list. Specifically, for four of the 12 lists in each condition,

there was a recall test immediately following the pre-

sentation of the associates; however, for another four of

the lists, a set of addition, subtraction, and multiplica-

tion problems were given in place of an immediate recall

test. For the remaining four lists, the associates were not

presented, and, thus, were not followed by an immediate

recall test or math problems. Finally, for all of the 36

lists, a surprise recognition test was given at the end of

the experiment. Therefore, the present study used a 3

(List Type: S, P, or H)� 3 (Test Type: study and recall,

study and math, no study) design, yielding four obser-

vations per participant per cell. This design permitted

estimates of immediate recall as well as three different

estimates of delayed recognition (i.e., preceded by recall,

not preceded by recall, and non-studied baseline) fol-

lowing the three types of associative lists. Critical items

and the corresponding semantic and phonological as-

sociates were counterbalanced across the three different

list types and the three different test types across par-

ticipants.

The three types of associative lists are illustrated in

Table 3 for the critical item dog. As shown, there were

two types of hybrid lists (H1 and H2) for each critical

item that were created by interleaving 8 semantic and 8

phonological associates from its corresponding pure lists

(e.g., hound, dodge, bite, hog,. . .). The two lists were

composed either by selecting the odd-numbered serial

positions in a pure list or the even-numbered serial
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positions. For the purpose of the analyses, the two sub-

types of hybrid lists were combined together to form a

single condition for hybrid lists.

The delayed recognition test consisted of 108 items

presented in a single random order. This set included 36

critical items, 36 semantic associates, and 36 phonolog-

ical associates. For each participant, 24 of the items on

the recognition test were old (including 12 semantic and

12 phonological associates that were studied, with half

of each set of 12 items followed by recall and the other

half followed by math), and 84 of the items on the rec-

ognition test were new (including the remaining 24 se-

mantic and 24 phonological associates that were not

studied, and all 36 critical items). Critical items were

never presented during the study phase of the experi-

ment. The semantic and phonological associates for each

critical item were drawn from the 9th serial position

from the pure lists of associates shown in appendix;

however, depending on the list a given participant re-

ceived, these items may or may not have been presented

during the study phase of the experiment.

Procedure

Participants were tested either individually or in

groups that ranged in size from 2 to 15 people. Partic-

ipants were presented with twenty-four 16-item lists of

words, with four lists in each of the six different cells

produced by factorially crossing List Type (i.e., S, P,

and H) with Test Type (i.e., study and recall, study and

math). The 24 lists were presented in a random order

for each participant. The remaining twelve 16-item lists

of associates were not presented to participants (i.e., no

study), with four lists in each of the three different list

types. At the beginning of the experiment, participants

were told that they would be asked to memorize lists of

words that were presented to them on a computer

screen. They were then given a recall packet that con-

sisted of instructions and twelve sheets of paper on

which to write their responses. Each piece of paper in

the recall packet was labeled to correspond to one of the

12 experimental lists (e.g., ‘‘List 1’’) with 16 blank

spaces, which corresponded to the total number of

words presented on a single list. Participants were also

given a math packet that consisted of instructions and

sets of math problems. Each piece of paper in the math

packet was labeled to correspond to one of the 12

presented lists that was not to-be-recalled (e.g., ‘‘Prob-

lem Set #1’’). Furthermore, each piece of paper con-

tained a different set of 18 total math problems,

including 6 addition, 6 subtraction, and 6 multiplication

problems.

Participants were told that they would either be

asked to remember the list of words that was just shown

or to solve math problems. Since participants did not

know whether the computer would instruct them to re-

call words or to solve math problems until after a list

was presented, they were encouraged to memorize each

list of words to the best of their ability in anticipation of

a possible memory test. Participants were told that they

would have 60 s after each list to recall the words or to

solve math problems. More importantly, participants

were told not to guess when trying to remember the

words from the lists and to only write down words if

they were sure that those words had been presented.

Participants were also told that some of the words would

Table 3

Sample lists of studied items used for the critical item Dog in Experiment 3

Serial position List type

S P H1 H2

1 S hound P log S hound P log

2 S puppy P dodge P dodge S puppy

3 S bite P dug S bite P dug

4 S mutt P hog P hog S mutt

5 S pet P bog S pet P bog

6 S beware P doff P doff S beware

7 S bone P daub S bone P daub

8 S tail P cog P cog S tail

9 S cat P dock S cat P dock

10 S animal P dawn P dawn S animal

11 S paw P fog S paw P fog

12 S poodle P dig P dig S poodle

13 S flea P doll S flea P doll

14 S bark P frog P frog S bark

15 S Lassie P jog S Lassie P jog

16 S vet P dot P dot S vet

Note: S, semantic; P, phonological.
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be in uppercase letters and that some of the words would

be in lowercase letters. However, participants were told

that case was unimportant and were instructed to ignore

case when trying to remember the words from a list.

At the end of the math packet, there was a surprise

108-item recognition test. This recognition test was ad-

ministered at the end of the experiment, after the recall/

math portion of the experiment was complete. All of the

stimuli on the recognition test were presented in up-

percase letters, consistent with the uppercase semantic

and rhyming associates drawn from the 9th serial posi-

tion in pure lists. The instructions for the recognition

test were as follows:

‘‘In this portion of the experiment, you will be gi-

ven a recognition test. Some of the words presented

on this recognition test are OLD items which were

presented earlier during the first portion of this ex-

periment. However, some of the recognition test

words are NEW items which were not presented

earlier in this experiment. In the margin beside each

item, please circle the word OLD if you judge the

item as having been presented earlier during this

experiment. Please circle the word NEW if you

judge the item as having not been presented earlier

in this experiment.

In addition to the OLD/NEW judgment, for those

items that you judge to be OLD, I would like you

to make an additional judgment. Specifically, I

would like to know whether you REMEMBER
having seen the word on the computer screen or

whether you just KNOW that it was presented.

Please allow me to explain the distinction.

A REMEMBER response would be made for items

which you can remember the specific context in

which it was presented. For example, you might re-

member the word that came immediately before or

after it, or you might remember what the word

made you think of when you saw it.

A KNOW response would be made for items which

you cannot recollect any specific aspect of the pre-

sentation episode, but that you just know were on

the list. You know that you saw it on the computer

screen, but you don�t remember anything specific

about the event.

For a real life example, suppose you saw me in the

grocery store next week. You might recognize me

in one of two ways. You could REMEMBER me

as the experimenter you met last week at the Psy-

chology Building, or you could just KNOW that

you had seen me recently without remembering

the context.

So, please circle an R for REMEMBER or circle a

K for KNOW next to each item you identify as

OLD. Also, the REMEMBER/KNOW judgment

should be made with respect to the study episode,

that is, when the words were presented on the com-

puter screen, and not the recall tests. In other

words, I am not interested in whether you RE-
MEMBER or KNOW that you wrote down an

item during the recall test but whether you RE-
MEMBER or KNOW that it was given to you in

one of the study lists.

Please feel free to ask the experimenter any ques-

tions that you may have at this point. If you feel

that you understand these instructions, you may

begin this portion of the experiment. You may take

as long as you like in completing this recognition

test.’’

On each trial of the recall/math portion of the ex-

periment, the following sequence of events occurred: (a)

participants pressed the ENTER key to begin presen-

tation of a study list, upon which the screen was

blanked; (b) a 500ms delay; (c) a 300ms tone; (d) a

32ms inter-stimulus interval; (e) a study word appeared

in either uppercase (odd-numbered serial positions) or

lowercase letters (even-numbered serial positions) in the

middle of the computer screen and remained for

1000ms; (f) the screen was blanked, and steps d through

f repeated for the remaining words on a list; (g) after all

16 words in a list had been presented, there was a 500ms

delay followed by an instruction to begin recall or math

problems, with the computer providing a 1min count-

down for the participant; (h) after the 1min recall period

was complete, a 1 s tone sounded followed by an in-

struction to stop recall or math problems, and there was

a 5 s inter-trial interval; (i) the screen was blanked, and

steps a through i repeated for the remaining lists of

words.

Results

Recall performance

Fig. 3 displays the probability correct serial recall

curves for each of the three list types used in Experiment

3: semantic, phonological, and hybrid. Each of the recall

curves corresponded roughly to the typical bow-shaped

serial position function. However, there appeared to be

some separation in these three recall curves, particularly

for semantic lists relative to phonological and hybrid
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lists. Consistent with these observations, the results of a

3 (List Type)� 16 (Serial Position) ANOVA indicated

that there was a main effect of serial position on recall

performance, F ð15;465Þ ¼ 17:14; MSe ¼ :064; p < :001.
There was also a main effect of list type, F ð2; 62Þ ¼ 79:6;
MSe ¼ :046; p < :001. The interaction of serial position

and list type was also significant, F ð30; 930Þ ¼ 1:69;
MSe ¼ :055; p < :05, reflecting the fact that semantic

lists produced larger benefits in recall performance over

the phonological and hybrid lists at the primacy and

recency portions of the curve.

Turning to the analysis of false recall, Fig. 4 displays

the veridical and false recall probabilities as a function

of list type [semantic (S), phonological (P), and hybrid

(H)], collapsing across serial position for studied items.

There are three important points to note in Fig. 4. First,

as in Experiment 2, lists of semantic associates (.50) were

recalled better than lists of phonological associates (.34).

Second, although veridical recall was greater in semantic

than in phonological lists, recall of the non-presented

critical item remained fairly stable (ffi.28). Third, al-

though veridical recall in hybrid lists (.36) decreased

relative to pure semantic lists, and was comparable to

pure phonological lists, false recall increased dramati-

cally in hybrid lists. Specifically, false recall of the crit-

ical item with hybrid lists (.53) was greater than the

predicted mean (.28) of the pure semantic lists (.29) or

pure phonological lists (.27). Consistent with these ob-

servations, the results of a 3 (List Type)� 2 (Item Type:

Veridical vs False) ANOVA indicated that there was a

main effect of list type, F ð2; 62Þ ¼ 7:59; MSe ¼ :043;
p < :001, but no main effect of item type, F ð1; 31Þ ¼
1:04; MSe ¼ :058; p ¼ :32, respectively. Most impor-

tantly, the interaction of list type and item type

was also significant, F ð2; 62Þ ¼ 13:76; MSe ¼ :042;
p < :001.

A series of ANOVAs were conducted on false recall

measures to determine whether false recall was greater

with hybrid lists than with pure lists. First, there was a

main effect of list type, F ð2; 62Þ ¼ 8:25; MSe ¼
:082; p < :001. Also, the intrusion of non-presented,

non-critical items differed as a function of list type,

F ð2; 62Þ ¼ 4:81; MSe ¼ :139; p < :05. Specifically, non-
critical item intrusions were highest following phono-

logical lists (.56 items/list), moderate following hybrid

lists (.42 items/list), and lowest following semantic lists

of associates (.27 items/list). However, for all three list

types, the intrusion of non-critical items was relatively

low and the pattern of intrusions across list type was

inconsistent with the increased probability of false recall

following hybrid lists of associates relative to pure lists

of semantic or phonological associates. That is, on the

basis of differences in sheer intrusion rates alone, one

would predict that the highest level of false recall would

occur following phonological lists and that the lowest

level of false recall would occur following semantic lists.

Of course, as shown in Fig. 4, this pattern of results did

not occur. The third ANOVA indicated that the recall of

the critical item following hybrid lists of associates (.53)

was over-additive with respect to the predicted average

based on the pure lists (.28), F ð1; 31Þ ¼ 18:38; MSe ¼
:055; p < :001.

Recognition performance

Veridical and false recognition. The top panel of Ta-

ble 4 displays the probability of ‘‘old’’ responses by item

type (veridical vs false) and test type (study and recall,

study and math, no study baseline) for each of the three

list types used in Experiment 3: semantic, phonological,

and hybrid. First, as shown, baseline levels of false

recognition were relatively low, and roughly equivalent,

for critical items (.17) and unstudied semantic (.14) and

Fig. 3. Mean probability of correct recall as a function of serial

position and list type in Experiment 3.

Fig. 4. Mean probability of veridical recall and mean proba-

bility of false recall as a function of list type in Experiment 3.

Error bars represent the standard error of the mean.
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phonological associates (.15). Second, collapsing across

item type, recognition of associates and critical items

appeared to be influenced more by prior recall with

phonological lists (.51 for study and recall vs .31 for

study and math, respectively) than with either semantic

(.61 for study and recall vs .57 for study and math) or

hybrid lists (.57 for study and recall vs .50 for study and

math). Third, collapsing across recall and math test

types, veridical and false recognition varied as a function

of list type, with hybrid lists yielding greater recognition

of critical items (.60) than studied items (.48), whereas

semantic and phonological lists showed the opposite

pattern, yielding higher recognition of studied items (.66

and .48, respectively) than critical items (.53 and .34,

respectively). Fourth, false recognition of the critical

item was greater with hybrid lists (.60) than with pure

semantic lists (.53) or pure phonological lists (.34). Thus,

as in the false recall data described above, false recog-

nition with hybrid lists appeared to be over-additive,

because the observed probability (.60) was approxi-

mately .16 larger than the predicted probability (.44)

based on the average of the pure semantic and pure

phonological lists.

Consistent with the above observations, the results of

a 3 (List Type)� 2 (Test Type: study and recall vs study

and math)� 2 (Item Type) ANOVA indicated that there

were main effects of list type, F ð2; 62Þ ¼ 13:53; MSe ¼
:084; p < :001, and test type, F ð1; 31Þ ¼ 20:32; MSe ¼
:049; p < :001, respectively, but no main effect of item

type, F ð1; 31Þ ¼ 2:61; MSe ¼ :077; p ¼ :12. More im-

portantly, the two-way interactions of list type and test

type, F ð2; 62Þ ¼ 4:72; MSe ¼ :045; p < :02, and list

type and item type, F ð2; 62Þ ¼ 9:01; MSe ¼ :075; p <
:001, respectively, were both significant. Neither the

two-way interaction of test type and item type,

F ð1; 31Þ ¼ 2:31; MSe ¼ :031; p ¼ :14, nor the three-

way interaction of list type, test type, and item type,

F ð2; 62Þ ¼ :69; MSe ¼ :059; p ¼ :50, were significant.6

A series of ANOVAs were conducted on false recog-

nition measures to determine whether false recognition

was greater with hybrid lists than with pure lists of asso-

ciates. First, there was a main effect of list type, after

collapsing across recall and math test types, F ð2; 62Þ ¼
14:47; MSe ¼ :039; p < :001. Additional comparisons

indicated that the variability in false recognition of critical

items as a function of list type was significant when pre-

ceded bymath during the study portion of the experiment,

F ð2; 62Þ ¼ 19:42; MSe ¼ :057; p < :001; however, the

effect of list type was only marginally significant when

preceded by recall, F ð2; 62Þ ¼ 2:92; MSe ¼ :070; p <
:07. Turning to the test of additivity, a second ANOVA

indicated that the recognition of the critical item follow-

ing hybrid lists of associates (.60) was over-additive with

respect to the predicted average for hybrid lists (.44),

F ð1; 31Þ ¼ 21:63; MSe ¼ :019; p < :001. It is also worth

noting that this over-additive effect was smaller when

recognition was preceded by study and recall, because the

observed probability (.60) was approximately .11 larger

than the predicted average (i.e., ½:54þ :44	 
 2 ¼ :49Þ,
F ð1; 31Þ ¼ 3:92; MSe ¼ :050; p < :06,whereas, the over-
additive effect was larger when recognition was preceded

by study andmath, because the observed probability (.59)

was approximately .21 larger than the predicted average

(i.e., ½:52þ :24	 
 2 ¼ :38Þ, F ð1; 31Þ ¼ 25:03; MSe ¼
:028; p < :001.

‘‘Remember–know’’ metamemory judgments. Turning

to the analysis of metamemory judgments, the middle

Table 4

Probability of old, remember, and know responses on the recognition test as a function of list type, test type, and item type

List type

Semantic Phonological Hybrid

Recall Math Base Recall Math Base Recall Math Base

Old

Veridical .69 .63 .14 .57 .38 .15 .54 .41 .15

False .54 .52 .17 .44 .24 .17 .60 .59 .17

Remember

Veridical .47 .39 .03 .19 .14 .03 .35 .20 .03

False .37 .27 .02 .17 .05 .02 .36 .26 .02

Know

Veridical .22 .23 .11 .38 .24 .12 .20 .20 .13

False .17 .26 .14 .27 .19 .14 .24 .34 .14

Note: Rounding error may prevent the probability of ‘‘remember’’ and ‘‘know’’ responses from summing to equal the exact

probability of ‘‘old’’ responses.

6 Because baseline probabilities of recognition were roughly

equivalent as a function of list type and item type, they were

ignored for the purposes of the preceding analysis in Experi-

ment 3.
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and lower panels of Table 4 display the probability of

‘‘remember’’ and ‘‘know’’ responses, respectively, which

sum to equal the probability of ‘‘old’’ responses by item

type (veridical vs false) and test type (study and recall,

study and math, no study baseline) for each of the three

list types used in Experiment 3: semantic, phonological,

and hybrid. There are three important points to note in

Table 4. First, recognition for semantic associates and

the corresponding critical items were both characterized

by a high proportion of ‘‘remember’’ relative to ‘‘know’’

responses. Specifically, collapsing across recall and math

test types, compared to their respective baselines (ffi.03),

both veridical (.43) and false recognition (.32) had a

relatively large contribution from ‘‘remember’’ re-

sponses [veridical, F ð1; 31Þ ¼ 87:04; MSe ¼ :028; p <
:001; false, F ð1; 31Þ ¼ 64:45; MSe ¼ :021; p < :001	;
whereas compared to their respective baselines (ffi.13),

both veridical (.23) and false recognition (.21) had a

relatively small contribution from ‘‘know’’ responses

[veridical, F ð1; 31Þ ¼ 13:34; MSe ¼ :017; p < :001; fal-

se, F ð1; 31Þ ¼ 2:51; MSe ¼ :032; p ¼ :12	. Second, in

contrast to the findings with lists of semantic associates,

recognition for phonological associates and the corre-

sponding critical items were both characterized by rel-

atively more ‘‘know’’ than ‘‘remember’’ responses. That

is, collapsing across recall and math test types, com-

pared to their respective baselines (ffi.03), both veridical

(.16) and false recognition (.11) had a small contribution

from ‘‘remember’’ responses [veridical, F ð1; 31Þ ¼
26:23; MSe ¼ :011; p < :001; false, F ð1; 31Þ ¼ 19:24;
MSe ¼ :006; p < :001	; whereas compared to their re-

spective baselines (ffi.13), both veridical (.31) and false

recognition (.23) had a slightly larger contribution from

‘‘know’’ responses [veridical, F ð1; 31Þ ¼ 26:33;
MSe ¼ :022; p < :001; false, F ð1; 31Þ ¼ 5:55; MSe ¼
:021; p < :03	. Thus, in general, semantic lists were rel-

atively more likely to influence ‘‘remember’’ responses,

whereas phonological lists were relatively more likely to

influence ‘‘know’’ responses. Third, for hybrid lists

performance appeared to depend on the presence of a

preceding recall or math test. Specifically, when preceded

by study and recall, recognition of the corresponding

critical item was characterized by a high proportion of

‘‘remember’’ relative to ‘‘know’’ responses (.36 to .24,

respectively), whereas for hybrid lists preceded by study

and math, recognition of the corresponding critical item

demonstrated the opposite pattern and was characterized

by a high proportion of ‘‘know’’ relative to ‘‘remember’’

responses (.34 to .26, respectively).

A series of ANOVAs were conducted to further ex-

plore the influence of list type on ‘‘remember–know’’

judgments. Consistent with the above observations,

when hybrid lists were preceded by study and recall,

recognition of the non-presented critical item varied as a

function of list type for ‘‘remember’’ responses, F ð2; 62Þ ¼
6:43; MSe ¼ :065; p < :005, but not for ‘‘know’’ re-

sponses, F ð2; 62Þ ¼ 1:53; MSe ¼ :055; p ¼ :23. More-

over, as in the recognition data reported earlier, when

preceded by study and recall, false recognition in ‘‘re-

member’’ responses for hybrid lists (.36) was over-ad-

ditive with respect to the predicted probability for

‘‘remember’’ responses (.27), although this difference did

not reach significance, F ð1; 31Þ ¼ 2:74; MSe ¼ :058;
p ¼ :11. When hybrid lists were preceded by study and

math, recognition of the non-presented critical item

varied as a function of list type for both ‘‘remember’’

responses, F ð2; 62Þ ¼ 15:99; MSe ¼ :029; p < :001, and
‘‘know’’ responses, F ð2; 62Þ ¼ 4:01; MSe ¼ :045; p <
:03. Furthermore, when preceded by study and math,

false recognition for hybrid lists was over-additive with

respect to the predicted average in both ‘‘remember’’

responses (.26 vs .16), F ð1; 31Þ ¼ 6:29; MSe ¼ :025; p <
:02, and ‘‘know’’ responses (.34 vs .23), F ð1; 31Þ ¼
7:63; MSe ¼ :027; p < :01.

Because there were different levels of recognition

performance as a function of list type, test type, and item

type, the inferences drawn from the above ‘‘remember–

know’’ analyses may be somewhat compromised. To

address this possibility, Table 5 presents the proportion

of ‘‘remember’’ and ‘‘know’’ responses in each cell as a

function of the overall recognition performance in that

condition (excluding baseline performance, which was

Table 5

Proportion of remember and know responses conditional on overall recognition performance in each cell

List Type

Semantic Phonological Hybrid

Recall Math Recall Math Recall Math

Remember

Veridical .68 .62 .33 .37 .65 .49

False .69 .52 .39 .21 .60 .44

Know

Veridical .32 .37 .67 .63 .37 .49

False .31 .50 .61 .79 .40 .58

Note: Rounding error may prevent the probability of ‘‘remember’’ and ‘‘know’’ responses from summing to equal 1.
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characterized primarily by ‘‘know’’ responses for both

veridical and false recognition). However, because there

were missing cells for some participants, we primarily

report these ‘‘remember’’ and ‘‘know’’ proportions at a

descriptive level. As shown in Table 5, the general pattern

described above held for semantic and phonological lists.

Specifically, semantic lists were relatively more likely to

influence ‘‘remember’’ responses, whereas phonological

lists were relatively more likely to influence ‘‘know’’ re-

sponses. As noted earlier, this cross-over pattern oc-

curred for both veridical and false recognition. Turning

to the hybrid lists, these lists produced over-additive false

recognition in ‘‘remember’’ judgments that were roughly

equivalent (ffi.07) following earlier recall (predicted vs

observed equals .54 vs .60, respectively) and earlier math

(predicted vs observed equals .37 vs .44, respectively).

Discussion

The results of Experiment 3 indicated that false recall

with hybrid lists was over-additive with respect to the

average probability of false recall observed with pure

semantic and pure phonological lists. In contrast to Ex-

periment 2, this over-additive effect must have been

produced by the mixture of semantic and phonological

associates rather than the presence of additional associ-

ates, because both pure and hybrid lists contained 16

total associates. A similar over-additive false memory

effect was also obtained with hybrid lists in recognition

performance. Moreover, after correcting for baseline

levels of false recognition, consistent with prior work by

Schacter et al. (1997), recognition for semantic associates

and false recognition for the corresponding critical items

were both characterized by a high proportion of ‘‘re-

member’’ relative to ‘‘know’’ responses; however, recog-

nition for phonological associates and false recognition

for the corresponding critical items were both character-

ized by a roughly equivalent proportion of ‘‘remember’’

and �know’’ responses (see Table 4). Finally, over-addi-

tive false recognition with hybrid lists was reflected in

‘‘remember ‘‘ judgments, regardless of whether recogni-

tion was preceded by a recall task or a math filler task.

General discussion

The present study yielded converging evidence that

the combined presence of semantic and phonological

associates produces over-additive influences on false

memory performance. This pattern was replicated across

three different experimental approaches to testing over-

additivity, in both recall and recognition performance,

and for ‘‘remember–know’’ judgments. We now turn to a

discussion of the implications of these results for un-

derstanding the mechanisms that may underlie false

memories in the hybrid list technique, including spread-

ing activation and a breakdown in source monitoring.

Creating false memories with hybrid lists of associates:

over-additive false memories from converging associative

networks

The present results suggest that some additional as-

sumptions must be made with respect to a simple

spreading activation account of false memories (see

Roediger, Balota, & Watson, 2001). Specifically, this

study allows an interesting test of simple additivity of

semantic and phonological influences on false memory.

For example, the results from Experiment 1 clearly in-

dicated that one finds a much larger effect by adding

three phonological associates (.25) to a list of semantic

associates than by adding three more semantic associ-

ates (.02). Experiment 2 produced a remarkably high

level of false recall with hybrid lists (.65) which was over-

additive with respect to the predicted sum of false recall

observed with pure semantic and pure phonological lists

(.48). Experiment 3 extended this pattern to a situation

where the total number of associates was equated across

lists and also extended the over-additive pattern to rec-

ognition performance. In Experiment 3, inconsistent

with a simple activation account, false recognition and

false recall were over-additive by as much as .20 to .25,

respectively. Hence, the results from these three experi-

ments are not consistent with the notion that activation

linearly adds across different types of codes to produce

false memories, as is predicted by simple associative

theories (see Balota & Paul, 1996).

It is interesting to note here that there have been other

instances of over-additive effects of semantic and pho-

nological information in memory and lexical processing.

For example, using a word generation task, Rubin and

Wallace (1989) found that participants who were given

meaningful cues such as ‘‘a mythical being’’ did not pro-

duce ghost; similarly, those who were given the cue

‘‘rhymes with ost’’ failed to produce ghost. However, if

given the combined cue ‘‘a mythical being that rhymes

with ost,’’ the participants produced ghost every time.

Hence, in Rubin and Wallace�s study, the independent

cues were ineffective in eliciting the targeted response, but

the compound cue always did. Consistent with this no-

tion,Balota, Pollatsek, andRayner (1986) andBecker and

Killion (1977), amongothers, have reported over-additive

interactions in eye fixation durations during reading and

primed lexical decisions, respectively, when there are

multiple constraints from semantic context and phono-

logical information. As discussed below, over-additive

effects also occur in speech production (e.g., substituting

the word start for stop based on converging semantic and

phonological features). Thus, one of the most the in-

triguing aspects of the present study is that these over-

additive effectswere extended to falsememory paradigms.
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It should also be noted here that the over-additive

false memory effects observed with the hybrid lists were

not obvious from the start of this research program.

Specifically, in a hybrid list, the non-presented critical

item is the only item that meets the constraints of the

converging semantic and phonological associates (e.g.,

dog is the only word that is semantically related to cat

and bark and phonologically related to log and jog).

This convergence could make a critical item�s absence

from a study list conspicuous to participants and re-

duce the incidence of false memories (especially when

combined with a warning against guessing in the in-

structions, as in Experiment 3). Clearly, the results of

the present study suggest that this pattern did not oc-

cur. In fact, of the 154 participants tested in Experi-

ments 1–3, only 15 participants had to be removed

from the analyses because they were suspected to have

some knowledge of the false memory manipulation, as

reflected by a post-experiment question-and-answer

session and questionnaire. Thus, although there may

have been some transparency to false memory manip-

ulations with the hybrid list technique, the majority of

the participants in this study did not detect the ma-

nipulation and demonstrated robust false memories

with hybrid lists of associates.

In order to better understand the potential influence

of noticing the absence of the critical item, we conducted

separate analyses on the excluded participants. First,

consider the recall performance for the eight excluded

participants in Experiment 1 who received hybrid lists of

associates. False recall increased from a base rate of .05

in S lists, to a rate of .08 in SR1 lists, to a rate of .12 in

SR2 lists, to a rate of .20 in SR3 lists for these partici-

pants. Although the absolute level of false recall for the

excluded participants was reduced compared to the re-

maining participants, false recall as a function of list

type was qualitatively similar to the pattern depicted in

Fig. 1, where false recall increased with increasing

numbers of rhyming associates. Now consider the recall

performance for the four excluded participants in Ex-

periment 2. Specifically, false recall was .13 for pure

semantic and pure phonological lists, but increased to

.25 for hybrid lists. Unlike the remaining participants in

Experiment 2, false recall following hybrid lists of as-

sociates appeared to be additive for the excluded par-

ticipants. However, as in Experiment 1, the excluded

participants in Experiment 2 did not have a marked

reduction in false recall with hybrid lists of associates

relative to pure lists, as one would expect if the hybrid

list technique for eliciting false memories was transpar-

ent and the omission of critical items was conspicuous.

Indeed, for both sets of excluded participants, the ab-

solute level of false recall was reduced, but not elimi-

nated, with some knowledge of false memory

manipulations. This last observation is consistent with

the finding that individuals can reduce, but not

eliminate, false recognition to critical items when given

detailed, explicit warnings to avoid false memories at

encoding prior to the presentation of pure lists of se-

mantic associates (see Gallo, Roberts, & Seamon, 1997;

Gallo, Roediger, & McDermott, 2001; McDermott &

Roediger, 1998). Although the data from the excluded

participants in the present study certainly are intriguing,

some caution is warranted in interpreting these results.

Clearly, additional research is necessary to determine (1)

if there is an influence of a warning manipulation on

false memories elicited by the hybrid list technique, and

if a warning does reduce false memories, (2) whether its

influence is greater on false memories observed with

hybrid lists of associates or pure lists of associates (e.g.,

Are false memories still over-additive for hybrid lists

when a warning is given at encoding?).

Potential mechanisms for over-additive false memories

There are a number of distinct frameworks to ac-

commodate the over-additive influences of semantic and

phonological information observed in the present study.

First, it is possible that one may be able to modify a

simple spreading activation account by assuming that

over-additive false memories may be a reflection of

distinct lexical representations that are at different points

in sensitivity in activation functions. For example, if

there are distinct semantic and phonological lexical

representations that accumulate activation, it is possible

that a mixture of these codes yields the most effective

activation pattern (e.g., see Besner, 1990). That is, the

activation function in a particular associative network

(e.g., semantic, phonological) may be likely to reach a

peak sensitivity range with increasing numbers of asso-

ciates in that network. Hence, there is a diminishing

return from additional words within the same domain,

because activation has already approached asymptotic

levels for that associative representation. Indeed, there is

some empirical support for this notion of diminishing

returns from additional words within a single domain.

Specifically, Robinson and Roediger (1997) found that

increasing the number of semantic associates increased

false recall of critical items, but not in a strictly linear

fashion (although, this pattern may be due, in part, to

the low BAS of the last few items in a 15-item list of

semantic associates). Furthermore, the results of Ex-

periment 1 replicated the results of Robinson and

Roediger because false recall of critical items increased

from a baseline probability of about .21 with 10 se-

mantic associates to a probability of about .23 with 13

total semantic associates (where mean BAS for the 10

semantic associates and the three additional semantic

associates were roughly equivalent for each 15-item list).

Thus, pure lists do not produce a maximal increase in

activation, whereas hybrid lists may be in the maximal

sensitivity range across independent semantic and
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phonological associative networks, thereby producing

an over-additive influence on memory performance.

However, the results of the present study may place

some constraints on an optimal activation account of

over-additive false memories. For example, in Experi-

ment 1, false memories were assessed following pure lists

of semantic associates as well as hybrid lists of associates

that contained the same associates as the semantic lists,

plus varying numbers of phonological associates (e.g., 1,

2, or 3 rhymes). As shown in Fig. 1, false recall increased

dramatically from .24 with pure semantic lists to .49 with

hybrid lists that consisted of the same 10 semantic as-

sociates from the pure lists plus three additional pho-

nological associates. Although Experiment 1 was not

designed to directly test the additivity of false memories

in the hybrid list technique, from an optimal activation

perspective, it is unlikely that three phonological asso-

ciates alone (selected randomly from a pool of potential

rhyming associates) could produce such a dramatic

change in the functional activation that would double the

observed false recall rate. In this light, the results of

Experiment 1 suggest that some additional factor may be

contributing to the over-additive false memories elicited

by hybrid lists of associates relative to pure lists of as-

sociates. Furthermore, the results of both Experiment 2

and Experiment 3 produced evidence of over-additive

influences on false memories with hybrid lists (with dif-

ferent lists lengths across the two experiments). Hence,

although different points within the activation function

for semantic and phonological networks may be able to

accommodate some aspects of the present results, we

believe that such a framework will have difficulty ac-

commodating the entire range of manipulations and

patterns of over-additivity observed in the present study.

Although simple additive activation models do not

appear to accommodate all of the present results, there is

an interactive activation model of speech production that

predicts that semantic and phonological information can

combine to produce over-additive influences in speech

errors, (e.g., substituting the word start for stop based on

converging semantic and phonological features, Dell &

O�Seaghdha, 1992). Specifically, a recent model of speech

production developed by Dell and colleagues (Dell, Sch-

wartz, Martin, Saffran, & Gagnon, 1997) postulates two

stages in lexical access. In the first stage, lemma access, a

word is mapped onto its conceptual representation in

a semantic network. In the second stage, the lemma

is mapped onto the phonological form of the word in a

phoneme network. By hypothesizing two stages to lexical

access, this model is consistent with the notion that se-

mantic and phonological information are uncorrelated

dimensions of language. More importantly, the connec-

tions in the model are both top-down and bottom-up,

allowing activation to spread from semantic units toword

units to phoneme units, and vice-versa. In this way, the

combination of top-down and bottom-up activation in

themodel gives a convergent item (e.g., dog) amuch better

chance of occurring as an error in the presence of semantic

(e.g., cat) and phonological neighbors (e.g., log), relative

to a purely semantic (e.g., bark) or purely phonological

error (e.g., jog). It is possible that both bottom-up and

top-down activation processes combined during list study

or during retrieval to surpass the threshold for output. In

this way, the present results are consistent with the in-

teractive activation model of speech production devel-

oped by Dell and his colleagues. Hence, it may be that

some false memories in the DRM paradigm and in the

hybrid list technique are simply memory production er-

rors, obeying the same laws as speech production errors.

A third approach to accommodate the present results

would be to emphasize the breakdowns in source mon-

itoring that may occur in hybrid lists (see Roediger,

Watson, McDermott, & Gallo, 2001, for an activation-

monitoring framework of false memories in the DRM

paradigm). As noted in the Introduction, the bulk of the

DRM literature has shown that individuals falsely re-

member critical items following lists of lexical/semantic

associates, even though there is relatively little percep-

tual support for critical items in semantic lists (see

McDermott, 1997). Pure lists of semantic associates may

create a situation where studied items and critical items

are highly confusable in participants� internal lexical/

semantic networks; however, studied items and critical

items may be easier to discriminate on the basis of or-

thographic/phonological information in the external

study environment (see Norman & Schacter, 1997). In

the present study, as additional phonological associates

are presented in the context of a hybrid list, it may be

increasingly difficult for participants to determine whe-

ther the critical item was presented or whether items that

looked, sounded, or meant something similar were pre-

sented. For example, participants may not be able to

remember if dog was presented at the beginning of a list,

or whether it was really cat and log, because the pre-

sentation of log provides perceptual support for the

conceptually activated stimulus dog. In this way, hybrid

lists provide perceptual support for critical items in ad-

dition to conceptual support, which may make studied

items and critical items especially difficult to discrimi-

nate on semantic, orthographic, and phonological di-

mensions of language.

A recent study by Watson et al. (2001) may provide

some leverage in testing predictions from an activation-

monitoring account of false memories. Specifically, us-

ing 12-item semantic, phonological, and hybrid lists of

associates, Watson et al. (2001) found that young adults,

older adults, and Alzheimer patients produced over-

additive false recall of critical items with hybrid lists.

Given that spreading activation in underlying associa-

tive networks is thought to be relatively intact with age

(Balota, Watson, Duchek, & Ferraro, 1999b), whereas

attentional control/source monitoring is thought to be
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relatively impaired (Balota et al., 1999a; Spieler, Balota,

& Faust, 1996), one might expect a greater over-additive

effect with hybrid lists in older adults compared to

young adults. Consistent with this prediction, when false

recall was considered as a proportion of veridical recall,

older adults did have increased over-additive false recall

with hybrid lists relative to young adults (see Fig. 3 in

Watson et al., 2001). The results of the present study

complemented and extended the Watson et al. (2001)

findings (1) by replicating their over-additive pattern in

false memories across three different experimental ap-

proaches to testing over-additivity (in both recall and

recognition performance and for ‘‘remember–know’’

metamemory judgments), and (2) by developing a larger

set of materials (see the appendix) for researchers to use

when investigating potential mechanisms underlying

false memories elicited by semantic, phonological, and

hybrid lists of associates (e.g., see Chan et al., 2003, for

evidence that pure semantic and pure phonological lists

can be used to dissociate levels-of-processing and item-

specific/relational processing accounts of false memories

in the DRM paradigm). Ultimately, additional studies

that directly compare associative priming effects for

critical items in word recognition tasks with false

memories for the same critical items in episodic memory

tasks may be useful in determining (1) the underlying

activation functions for pure and hybrid lists of associ-

ates, and (2) what role strategic processes such as source

monitoring may play in modulating these activation

functions during encoding and retrieval.7

Using the hybrid list technique to dissociate semantic and

phonological networks

One of the fundamental assumptions of both an ac-

tivation-monitoring account and an interactive activa-

tion account of the over-additive false memories elicited

by the hybrid list technique is the relative independence

of semantic and phonological associative networks. That

is, meaning and pronunciation are uncorrelated dimen-

sions of language (i.e., the linguistic universal of arbi-

trariness). If this is the case, in addition to producing

over-additive false memories, the hybrid list technique

may provide evidence that dissociates the influence of

these associative networks. For example, consider the

metamemory judgment results for the semantic and

phonological associates and the corresponding critical

items. Specifically, consistent with Roediger and

McDermott (1995), semantic associates and the cor-

responding critical items were characterized by a

high proportion of ‘‘remember’’ relative to ‘‘know’’ re-

sponses, suggesting that participants remembered

something specific about the context of the majority of

these items, even if, as in the case of critical items, they

were not presented. In contrast, phonological associates

and the corresponding critical items were characterized

by a roughly equivalent proportion of ‘‘remember’’ and

‘‘know’’ responses, suggesting that participants were less

likely to remember something specific about the context

of the items (also see Schacter et al., 1997). Thus, se-

mantic lists were relatively more likely to influence ‘‘re-

member’’ judgments and phonological lists were

relatively more likely to influence ‘‘know’’ judgments

(also see Rajaram, 1993, for evidence that conceptual

variables influence ‘‘remember’’ responses but not

‘‘know’’ responses in a levels-of-processing framework).

Consistent with these findings, recent fMRI research on

conceptual and perceptual processing by McDermott,

Petersen, Watson, and Ojemann (2003) suggests that

attending to meaningful relations among lists of lexical/

semantic associates preferentially activates distinct

regions of the brain compared to attending to sound

relations among lists of orthographic/phonological as-

sociates (and vice-versa). Finally, consider false recog-

nition with hybrid lists of associates. These lists

produced an over-additive pattern in ‘‘remember’’

judgments following earlier recall and earlier math per-

formance. This pattern is consistent with the notion that

hybrid lists provide robust conceptual and perceptual

support for critical items relative to pure lists of

semantic and phonological associates. Moreover, the

over-additive influence on ‘‘remember’’ judgments also

suggests that the critical item may have been consciously

accessed during encoding. Further support for this idea

comes from false recognition data by Gallo and

Roediger (2002) who found that semantic lists high in

backward associate strength (to the critical item)

7 Although we have only discussed three possible mecha-

nisms underlying over-additive false memories with hybrid lists

of associates, there are other models which may help explain

these findings. For example, as noted by an anonymous

reviewer, Murnane�s ICE (Item–Context–Ensemble) theory

may be a useful framework for explaining the robust false

memories elicited by hybrid lists of associates (e.g., see

Murnane, Phelps, & Malmberg, 1999). Specifically, according

to this theory, item-specific information and associative, con-

textual information combine to form an ensemble that influ-

ences episodic memory performance. Applying this framework

to the present results, pure semantic lists provide contextual

support for conceptually driven false memories, whereas

orthographic and phonological information may be used to

discriminate studied items from non-presented, semantically

related critical items. Furthermore, pure phonological lists

provide contextual support for perceptually driven false mem-

ories, whereas lexical/semantic information may be used to

discriminate studied items from non-presented, phonologically

related critical items. By combining lexical/semantic and

orthographic/phonological associates in a hybrid list, item-

specific information and associative, contextual information are

fully integrated with respect to the critical item. Hence, in

hybrid lists of associates, item-specific information cannot be

used as effectively as in pure lists to reduce false memories,

which may contribute to the over-additive false memories

observed in hybrid lists of associates.
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increased ‘‘remember’’ judgments relative to lists low in

backward associative strength.

Conclusions

The present study combined semantic and phono-

logical codes to investigate how multiple sources of as-

sociative information influence false memories.

Consistent with Watson et al. (2001), the results of three

experiments clearly indicated that there are exaggerated

effects when there is convergence from both conceptual

and perceptual processing domains. In addition, the

influence of semantic and phonological processing

networks was dissociated in episodic memory perfor-

mance, including veridical and false recall, veridical and

false recognition, and ‘‘remember–know’’ metamemory

judgments. Taken together, these findings suggest that

individuals are particularly susceptible to false memories

when there is a convergence of relatively independent

dimensions of stimuli (meaning and pronunciation) on

non-presented events.
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Appendix: Lists of studied items for each critical item used

in Experiment 3
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Appendix (continued)

DOG FACE FAT FLAG

hound log mouth fake thin fate American slag

puppy dodge expression vase obese that banner flab

bite dug nose fuss large sat pledge brag

mutt hog eyes faith weight foot wave wag

pet bog frown lace calorie fact allegiance flak

beware doff wrinkle fail slim cat country sag

bone daub makeup fain pudgy feat stars nag

tail cog cheek ace diet fit USA snag

cat dock head case slender bat pole bag

animal dawn mask fate wide pat stripes crag
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Appendix (continued)
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